Patrick Durgin May 3 at 6:20am

Hey Jesse,

You can help with the play, actually. I need a list or icon or (doesn't have to be both) representative artworks that live in the following cities:

Berlin
Prague
Dublin
Seoul
Tokyo
Hong Kong
Rio de J.
Mexico City
Delhi

Any suggestions?

Patrick

Jesse Gelfand May 7 at 7:11pm

A few ideas, though not all good ones:

Prague: Three things in the old Jewish Quarter
- Statue of Moses: http://www.visitingprague.org/moses-dreaming-of-adam
- The two clocks (one Hebrew and counterclockwise and one Roman and clockwise) on the Jewish Town Hall

Berlin:
- Stolpersteine Project (in all of Germany, really): http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stolpersteine
- Memorial for the Murdered Jews of Europe: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memorial_to_the_Murdered_Jews_of_Europe
- Brandenburg Gate (the icon of icons): http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brandenburg_Gate
- Wall (Icon of Icons): http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berlin_wall

Dublin:

Not sure these are the types of things you're looking for. They're just off the top of my head.

Love,
Jesse

Moses Dreaming of Adam | Visiting Prague
www.visitingprague.org

Moses Dreaming of Adam statue was sculpted by Franzisk Blik in 1965 and situated in the small park next to the Old New Synagogue in Old Jewish Quarter in Prague. This guardian statue is one of the many statues in Prague that were hidden from the Nazis for the duration of the war....